News/Announcements

CCTS Offers New Clinic on Bionutrition
If your grant, protocol, or intervention requires nutrition data, dietary education, meal planning, or body composition analysis, we have a new clinic you for you! Meet with CCTS Bionutrition experts on the first Wednesday of every month 11am-1pm, starting May 4th.

More

LSU Preceptor Presents Abstract Writing Session to CTS Trainees via Videoconference
Clinical and Translational Science (CTS) Training Program students learned abstract writing from one of LSUHSC's finest - Dr. Paula Gregory, director, Office of Faculty Development.

More

Start Brainstorming Now: UAB-Hudson Alpha to Announce New RFA at 2nd Annual Genomic Medicine Symposium
Register by May 4th - be among the first to hear about a new round of pilot funding seeking to transform patient care and treatment via innovative genomic research.

More

CCTS Attends Translational Science 2016
CCTS members were in Washington, DC, last week to attend the Translational Science 2016 conference, hosted by the Association for Clinical and Translational Science (ACTS), American Federation for Medical Research, and the Clinical Research Forum.

More

CCTS Helping Identify Ways to Support Publication of Federally Funded Research
CCTS has joined the UAB Research Data Management Working Group to brainstorm ways to help researchers comply with funder and publisher data management requirements.

More
Accelerate Discovery with CCTS Research Vouchers
Apply today for direct research support to offset expense(s) for clinical and translational research services, such as clinical research units, sample handling and biospecimen storage, necessary laboratory tests, and more.

More

Auburn Bioinformatics Bootcamp
Mini-Sabbatical - Boost Your Research
Auburn, Alabama

June 6-10, 2016 | 8:30am - 5:00pm daily | More

UAB Research Orientation Program
Earn 4 AMA PRA Category 1 CME credits by attending the UAB Research Orientation Program. Speakers include Dr. Mansoor Saleh, Penelope Jester, Megan Pickering, Karen Savage, and Carla Perna.

April 28 | 8am - 12noon @ PCAMS | More

PCORnet and the CTSA Network: Synergizing National Initiatives
This event is part of the NIH Collaboratory Grand Rounds. CCTS will live stream the talk at PCAMS. Speakers include Drs. Rachel Fleurence, Petra Kaufmann, Lesley Curtis, Ken Gersing, and Keith Marsolo.

April 29 | Thursday - 1pm - 2pm @ PCAMS | More

Multicenter Studies: What This Means, How to Do It
This event is part of the Clinical Translational Office Research Seminar Series. Investigators, regulatory personnel, study coordinators, and financial administrators are encouraged to attend. Speakers include Penny Jester, Liz Busby, and A. Howell.

May 5 | Saturday - 12noon - 1pm @ PCAMS | More
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